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"Subjects" We end our study of curricula, as we began it,
once more with a reference to those isolated "subjects" in
terms of which there is an inveterate tendency
to think of the work of a school. We must bow to the specialist
so far as knowledge of his subject is concerned, but we must
do nothing of the kind when the question arises what part that
subject is to play in the child's education—if only because the
specialists do not agree. The specialist in mathematics has
kept his pupils grinding at an endless succession of almost
meaningless "examples," when he ought "to have been leading
them to see the importance of mathematics as instrument of
material conquests and of social organization, and ... to
appreciate the value and significance of an ordered system of
mathematical ideas."1 The specialist in science has sedulously
led his pupils to believe that science is inherently conversant
with glass tubes and unpleasant smells, when they ought to
have been getting a general knowledge of natural phenomena,
of the methods of natural science, and of the way in which
modern science looks out upon the world. The specialist in
history has made that subject military, political, narrow and
insular, when his pupils might have become vitally interested
in the genesis of the civilization in which they share. The
specialist in physical exercises has regarded his pupils merely
as so many "bodies," whereas he is no true educator unless,
in addition to his special qualifications, he possesses "culture
enough to enable hitn to discern the spirit beyond the body, and
to understand, therefore, the moral value of order, of precision,
of gracefulness, of agility, by which man externally realizes his
personality."2 The specialist in languages has wearied his
pupils with the grammatical niceties of one, when the best of
them might have been acquiring a working acquaintance
* T. P. Nunn, The Teaching of Algebra, p. 17.
8 From Gentile's noble chapter on '* Character and Physical Educa-
tion," in The Reform of Education (Eng. trans.), p. 217.

